compliance 7 which is indeed regarded as the core element of legality and the rule of law. 8 Contestations in the national legal order discussed in this volume would be considered problematic if one assimilates the international rule of law with national compliance. Part I of the present volume exposed the proliferation of national practices that avoid, re-interpret, review, and reject international law or (especially in a dualist state in which treaties have no automatic domestic validity) national regulation that implements international law. As demonstrated by the chapters of Veronika Fikfak, Mateja Steinbr ü ck Plati š e, Shotaro Hamamoto, and Prabhash Ranjan, various signs of disagreement extend to international security law, international immunity law, international investment law, and international human rights law. 9 Their chapters also showed that contestations emanate from multiple branches of states and have been justifi ed on the basis of both constitutional and international law. National contestations immediately or cumulatively lead to a state of discrepancy between the actual conduct of state institutions on the one hand, and international obligations as interpreted and applied by international organisations, international courts, and treaty-monitoring bodies, on the other hand.
At the same time, part II of this volume informed us that such a discrepancy needs not be understood as being in opposition to the idea of the rule of law, but can be the source of dynamic interactions and mutual learning between relevant actors, and thereby between the two legal orders as such. National contestations can encourage international organisations and their member states to refl ect on, and improve, decision-making processes within the organisations. Confrontational practices also motivate international courts and treaty-monitoring bodies to revise the extent to which they leave the margin to national decision-makers. The enduring cycles of national resistance and international adjustment, despite many shortcomings, present us with a complex picture on the rule of law in the international legal order which continues to value compliance yet simultaneously respects diversity, self-determination, and the democratic legitimacy of decision-making in national legal orders.
I. NATIONAL CONTESTATIONS
There is nothing novel in the practices of states that avoid and resist the domestic application of treaties and the internationally binding decisions of international organisations and international courts. To name a few well-known instances, South Africa under the apartheid regime rejected the UN Security Council ' s economic sanctions for many years; 10 the US government dismissed the judgments of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in Nicaragua ; 11 and Iran rejected the ICJ ' s judgment in the Hostage case. 12 In addition, each state ' s general amenability to international law is conditioned by many long-and short-term factors -such as the state ' s (dis)connection with the historical genesis of international law, languages, education of lawyers regarding international law, monistdualist traditions on the domestic validity of treaties, and specifi c governmental policies.
However, the materials discussed in part I of this volume allowed us to capture some patters of national contestations in a more systematic way. The main confrontational practices analysed in this volume and the wider literature can be organised in terms of the diversity of sources of international law that are being contested (A), the variety of national organs that engage in contestations (B), and the standards of review (C). 13 International treaties and customary international law prescribe principles and rules concerning, eg, human rights, criminal justice, environment, development, investment, and intellectual property, which are likewise regulated by constitutional law and other domestic laws: see, eg, Anne-Marie Slaughter and William Burke-White , ' The Future of International Law Is Domestic (or, the European Way of Law) ' ( 2006 ) 
A. Contested International Law and Decisions
The contributions to this volume demonstrated that the scope of potentially resistible international law and decisions has enlarged, not only by the expansion of the subject matter overlap between national and international law, 13 but also by the invigoration of international institutions, especially the UN Security Council, 14 and international courts. 15 First, the political decisions of international organisations have been subject to direct or indirect contestations at the domestic level. In this volume, Veronika Fikfak recalled that this is most notably illustrated by Kadi 16 and related judicial contestations regarding the human rights (in)compatibility of the regulation implementing the decisions of the UN Security Council and its sanctions committees to designate certain individuals and entities for the purpose of the UN ' s targeted sanctions regimes. 17 Second, the judicial decisions of international courts have been subject to critical scrutiny at the domestic level. In international human rights law, the decisions of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR) have been constantly avoided and rejected at the national level. 18 While national compliance is much more secured with regard to the ECtHR ' s decisions, national judges still utilise their interpretive discretion in giving effect to ECtHR judgments in domestic law, 19 and also explicitly contradict them, as the UK Supreme Court ' s decision in Horncastle 20 declined to 23 Third, national contestations can be seen even with regard to formally non-binding instruments adopted by treaty-monitoring bodies, such as those for UN human rights treaties. 24 Despite the lack of formal binding force, 25 the bodies ' documents inform the domestic interpretation of human rights treaties and of constitutional and statutory human rights provisions. 26 However, domestic courts occasionally reject and contest the monitoring bodies ' fi ndings explicitly through their reasoning or implicitly by the consequences of their decisions, as illustrated by Jones v Saudi Arabia , in which the UK judges apparently disagreed with the treaty interpretation put forward by the Committee against Torture ' s Observations. 27 in Finally, treaty provisions and customary international law themselves are also subject to national contestations. As analysed in this volume by Mateja Steinbr ü ck Plati š e, the jurisdictional immunity of international organisations, which international law protects under the broad notion of functional necessity, 28 has met the jurisprudence of national courts that attempt to restrict it. 29 The German Constitutional Court in Solange I 30 and Solange II 31 famously conditioned the human rights review of the acts of the European Community (EC) on the availability of comparable protection at the European level. The Solange reasoning has been applied to the acts of the EC/EU and other international organisations by several domestic courts in Switzerland, Italy, the US, Argentina, and Columbia. 32 As illustrated by these examples, the subject matter overlap has created the opportunities for both the harmonisation of national regulation according to international law, and the occasions in which national organs encounter diffi culties in absorbing it into the domestic legal systems.
B. Domestic Actors Engaging in Contestations
In expressing certain dissatisfaction about international law, various state organs do not speak with one voice. Executive, legislative, and judicial bodies have varied interests using and challenging international law and decisions of international organisations and courts. 33 Rene Urue ñ a in this volume suggested that international legal scholars tend to overlook the variance at the domestic level. 34 National courts, although there is nothing novel for them to encounter a confl ict between domestic law and the rules of international law, 35 may be becoming less hesitant in placing stronger trust in their own domestic 36 Waters observes that judicial dialogues -both vertically between national and international courts and horizontally among national courts -may have incrementally altered the identity of national courts not only as domestic legal agents but also as contributing to international legal norms: see Melissa A Waters , ' The Future of Transnational Judicial Dialogue ' ( 2010 ) and Germany v Italy 40 respectively, the US court in Medellin left it to the Congress to decide whether a non-self-executing treaty -in this case, the ICJ ' s decision in Avena -could be enforceable at the domestic level. 41 By contrast, the Italian Court declined to defer to the decisions of the Italian Parliament which had obliged judges to give effect to the ICJ ' s judgment. 42 Political resistance against international law can stem from legislative and executive organs as well as from the wider public. As pointed out in the chapter by Rene Urue ñ a, while lawyers tend to focus on the role of national courts , non-judicial national organs obviously play a crucial role in accepting or rejecting international law at the domestic level. 43 For instance, there have been longstanding political oppositions against the ECtHR and its particular decisions. The UK initiated the public debate on the possible withdrawal from the ECHR in 1956, 44 to vote exceeded any acceptable margin of appreciation, 47 the UK Parliament expressed its resistance to the ECtHR by stating that the decisions on the prisoners ' right to vote ' should be a matter for democratically-elected lawmakers ' . 48 Political resistance also continues to surface with regard to the particular decisions of international investment tribunals, dispute settlement mechanisms under investment treaties, and even such treaty mechanisms themselves. As exposed by Prabhash Ranjan ' s chapter, Ecuador denounced several bilateral investment treaties (BITs), South Africa terminated several BITs, Bolivia and Ecuador withdrew from the ICSID, Australia decided not to have an investor-state dispute resolution mechanism, and India reviewed the existing BITs in order to better secure the host state ' s regulatory power. 49 As Ji Li argued in this volume, these contestations from judicial and non-judicial fora cannot be separated from wider social norms that underline such contestations against international law and institutions. 50 Governmental offi cials decide whether and how they use international law and the decisions of international institutions at the domestic level, and such offi cials ' attitude towards international law is constructed by their social and cultural backgrounds. 51 Domestic legal, political, and cultural factors alter the level of compliance by states with the judgments of international courts. 52
C. Standards of Review
The contributions to this volume further suggested that relevant actors can contest international law on the basis of national and/or international law which, in substance, can overlap one another.
i. National Law
The reliance on national law indicates that domestic constitutional law and other national legal principles and rules themselves allow space for contestations. In the Italian Constitutional Court ' s aforementioned decision no 238/2014, 53 58 See ch 2 (Fikfak) of this volume, about the different modalities of judicial review. 59 The Court of Justice assessed (1) whether one of the reasons (for listing) stated in the summary provided by the UN ' s Sanctions Committee was suffi ciently detailed and specifi c and (2) whether it was substantiated: see Joined cases C -584/10 P, C -593/10 P and C -595/10 P, Kadi v European Commission the fundamental principles of the domestic legal order, including the principles of protection of fundamental human rights, 54 in light of which the relevant laws were found disproportionately restricting the ' fundamental principles of the constitutional order ' , 55 including the constitutional right of access to justice. 56 Likewise, albeit in the context of EU law, the Court of Justice in Kadi I upheld the autonomy of the EU legal order based upon the ' rule of law ' , which allowed the Court of Justice to conduct the ' full review ' of the contested EU (then EC) regulation. 57 At the same time, the review of the national implementation of international law, formally based upon the national standards of review, can also provide feedback to the international legal order. First, as indicated by Veronika Fikfak in this volume, in the course of ultimately reviewing the relevant implementing legislation, judges may critically analyse the original decisions of international courts and international organisations. 58 For instance, the Court of Justice in Kadi II , having intensifi ed the level of full review, scrutinised the UN ' s listing process in detail, 59 although the Court of Justice ' s review was ultimately for EU regulation on the basis of the fundamental rights in the EU legal order. Also, as demonstrated by Mateja Steinbr ü ck Plati š e in this volume, national judges examine the purpose and scope of the immunities traditionally granted to international organisations under international law; by so doing, domestic courts highlight the shortcomings -in the eyes of national courts -of international law concerning the immunities of international organisations. 60 Second, the national standards of review can be enriched by international treaties, especially international human rights treaties. Although the Italian Constitutional Court in its decision no 238/2014 61 employed the constitutional right of access to justice as a basis for declining to give effect to the ICJ judgment, the decision, through the substantive connection between the constitutional right in question and the right to access to justice under international law, effectively provides critical feedback to international law on state immunity as interpreted by the ICJ. 62 
ii. International Law
International law itself has been a facilitator of national contestations. As examined by Mateja Steinbr ü ck Plati š e ' s chapter, the fact that the ECtHR in Waite and Kennedy has effectively adopted the Solange reasoning at the international level further empowered domestic courts to condition the grant of international organisations ' immunity on the availability of alternative remedies; for instance, the Belgian Court of Appeals in Siegler v Western European Union resorted to the Waite and Kennedy test 63 and found the organisation ' s jurisdictional immunity incompatible with Article 6(1) (the right to a fair trial) of the ECHR. 64 While relying on the ECtHR ' s jurisprudence, the Belgium Court conducted a more detailed assessment of the internal procedure of the international organisations against the essential conditions of the right to a fair trial. 65 As reminded by Veronika Fikfak in this volume, national and EU courts also directly reviewed the decisions of the UN Security Council on the basis of jus cogens norms. 66 limited the Court ' s judicial review. 67 This is the case in which the EU Court employed, as a standard of review, the international rule of law standards regulating authority exercised by the UN Security Council. The use of jus cogens also illustrates the formalistic and thin character of the international rule of law regulating the UN, as contrasted with more substantive and thicker rule of law standards applicable to national organs. 68 
II. INTERNATIONAL DEFERENCE
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, national contestations may appear to be a threat to the international rule of law if the latter is understood as requiring full compliance. However, as demonstrated by this volume, domestic contestations incrementally invited procedural or substantive changes on the part of international institutions. As suggested by the chapters of Jennifer Easterday and Stephan Schill, national and international law are dependent on each other in order to achieve certain purposes; this inter-dependency renders both national authorities and international institutions receptive to each other ' s demands. On this basis, we argue that this cycle of national contestations and international responses is an essential feature of the international rule of law.
A. International Procedural Reforms
Such a cycle can be seen fi rst with regard to the practice of the political organs of international organisations. National contestations against the decisions of such organs can encourage the organs ' reforms to improve the transparency and accountability of international decision-making procedures by taking into account the national rule of law standards. As a good illustration, Kadi and other judicial contestations facilitated political momentum at the UN for procedural reforms, 69 leading to the incremental procedural improvements at the UN Security Council ' s sanctions committees. 70 Domestic contestations with regard to the scope of immunities in part encouraged international organisations to revise the scope of immunities. Such a trend can also be seen in the jurisprudence of international courts on the immunities of international organisations. 71 This is accompanied by the provision of internal procedures through which affected private parties can bring their claims to international organisations. 72
B. Adjusting the National Margin
International courts and treaty-monitoring bodies showed deference to national legal practices by adjusting the margin accorded to them. The deference to democratic legitimacy is one way to alleviate the democratic defi cit in the operation of international judicial bodies themselves. As suggested by Andrew Legg in this volume, the margin of appreciation is in fact an integral part of the international rule of law. 73 Birgit Peters pointed out that the principle of subsidiarity, the margin of appreciation, and the European consensus provide the frameworks through which the ECtHR engages in and respond to national courts ' decisions. 74 The UK Supreme Court in Horncastle also characterised its own contestations as a gateway to a ' valuable dialogue ' 75 between the UK judiciary and the Strasbourg Court, which indeed invited adjustment by the ECtHR ' s Grand Chamber in al-Khawaja . 76 As Shai Dothan argued in this volume, the ECtHR derives its own normative legitimacy by deferring to democratically accountable . On this basis, the safeguards in the English law were found to be in principle strong safeguards designed to ensure fairness (ibid [151] ). The Grand Chamber also noted that it is not the task of the ECtHR to make abstract or general assessment on the common law rule against hearsay (ibid [126] institutions, which also conditions the ECtHR ' s deference on democratic decision-making at the national level. 77 The cycle of contestations and deference can be seen in the context of international investment law. As analysed by Prabhash Ranjan, national contestations have facilitated both national and international debate as to how the balances can be better struck between investment protection and the host state ' s right to regulate in the public interest. 78 Of course, the degree of deference signifi cantly varies depending on international courts and case-specifi c circumstances. Owing to its extensive remedial orders and the continuous monitoring of compliance, the IACtHR is known for being less deferential to the region ' s national legal practices which, when presented before the Court, often involve large-scale state-sponsored crimes. 79 International treaty-monitoring bodies also show deference to statespecifi c circumstances, by engaging in a form of dialogue between the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and states parties. As argued by Yvonne Donders and Vincent Vleugel in this volume, the dialogue enables states to challenge the way in which universal human rights are understood by treaty-monitoring bodies, which in part induced the changes on the part of treaty-monitoring bodies. 80 One particular aspect of international human rights law which is negotiated in this way is reservations to human rights treaties. Ekaterina Yahyaoui Krivenko ' s chapter suggested that the practices of negotiation and their outcomes constitute one of the essential elements of the international rule of law. 81 As argued in her chapter, the ' reservations dialogue ' allows for a constructive negotiation of diverse national legal orders into international human rights law. 82 
III. PROBLEMS OF UNCERTAINTY AND PARTICULARITY
As illustrated by this volume, national contestations and international deference are part of the process for developing international law. At the same time, such a nuanced process involving a dialogue has several shortcomings. In particular, it appears to compromise the certainty of law (A) and to allow a particular version of the rule of law to contribute to the formulation of international legal practices (B).
A. Uncertainty
One of the consequences of balancing competing demands for international law is to undermine certainty and foreseeability; for instance, the meaning of legal rules may be unclear when international human rights law tries to balance the demand for universality and diversity. 83 One of the common criticisms for leaving greater space for cultural diversity at the national and sub-national levels is that this undermines suffi cient clarity and predictability in international human rights norms, as pointed out by Yvonne Donders and Vincent Vleugel in this volume. 84 Legal certainty as part of the rule of law requires treaties and treaty provisions to be suffi ciently clear and precise to be predictable and foreseeable. 85 The terms of human rights treaties leave the space for fl exibility and diversity at the level of national implementation. Human rights treaty-monitoring bodies, such as the Human Rights Committee (for the ICCPR), provides a vital role in balancing, on the one hand, the fl exibility and diversity in international human rights law, and, on the other hand, the certainty and foreseeability in the substance of human rights law. 86 More specifi cally, the dialogue created between human rights treatymonitoring bodies and national offi cials has the role of formulating international human rights norms in a way which is still acceptable for states parties.
B. Particularity
There is also another question whether the cycle of domestic contestations and international deference would increase the disparities among states in terms of their contribution to the development of international law.
The thickness of the rule of law at the domestic level is by no means uniform among states and regions. For instance, the rule of law in one country does not weight the protection of human rights in the same manner as another country does in its domestic legal order. The crux is that 83 See ibid, introduction. 84 the different approaches to the rule of law at home may affect the ability of states and regions to review and criticise the decisions of international organisations and international courts at the domestic level, including before domestic courts. The adoption of the relatively thin rule of law at the domestic level might, albeit still a hypothesis, reduce the opportunities for domestic organs to directly or indirectly review and criticise the decisions of international organisations and international courts on the basis of the states ' national rule of law standards.
Certain rule of law standards can be proactively pursued at the international level by the governments of some politically infl uential countries and regions, and the international political impact of national judicial decisions greatly varies depending upon the countries. Large disparities in political infl uence become problematic if certain standards of review employed by one state or one region can be presented as universally applicable and agreeable without the involvement of wider states. In this sense, judicial contestations at the domestic level, whose legal effect of the decisions is formally confi ned in respective legal orders, should be understood as part of political infl uence and initiatives vis-à -vis international organisations, international courts, and international treaties.
IV. THE INTERNATIONAL RULE OF LAW BEYOND COMPLIANCE
The picture that emerges from the combination of parts I and II of this book thus allows us to revise a compliance-based understanding about international law ' s approaches to national law and the national rule of law. International law, and international institutions that interpret and apply it, do not always command blind national obedience to international law. Instead, they incorporate a process of adjustment and deference to national law and the rule of law embedded therein. International law and institutions (eg, international human rights treaty-monitoring bodies and human rights courts) respond to national contestations (as discussed in part I of this volume) and show deference to the national rule of law (as analysed in part II).
This process of adjustment and deference across the legal orders is arguably part of the rule of law integrated in the international legal order itself. In other words, the ' international ' rule of law, as evidenced by and supported by the practices discussed in this volume, is not merely about ensuring national compliance with international law; instead, the international rule of law appears to accommodate the cycle of national contestations and international responses to them. While this fl exibility might come at the expense of the certainty of international law, the practice suggests that the international rule of law in relation to the national legal order seems to allow fl exibility, national diversity, and pluralism.
The notion of the international rule of law presented by this volume fi nds further support in the statement of South Africa in 2009 during the debate on the rule of law at the UN. The South African delegation pointed out that the concept of the rule of law does not simply refer to compliance with international obligations. 87 The South African delegation suggested that the concept also implies the fair and inclusive law-making process, using the non-inclusive Security Council as a point of critique. 88 Ultimately, behind national contestations and international deference, there lies a much wider problem of legitimacy and accountability defi cit on the part of international law and international institutions. Study of the feedback of national legal practices on the international rule of law highlights how international law and institutions pay deference to, and rely upon, political legitimacy attached to the national rule of law. 88 UN GA Sixth Committee, on 14 Oct 2009 (n 87) para 75; United Nations Juridical Yearbook 2009 at 219 (the summary of the debate) ( ' It was pointed out that, in addition to ensuring compliance with international obligations, the concept of the rule of law implied a lawcreating process that would involve all States, thereby strengthening the fairness and legitimacy of international law ' ).
